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Arizona Land and Water Trust is a highly efficient and nimble 
organization. I’ve never seen such a small conservation team get so much 
done. Their conservation results are measurable – having a real impact 
on the land, our water and peoples’ lives.
      Chuck Pettis, Board of Directors, 
      Arizona Land and Water Trust

Gunsite Pass (David Putnam)
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Dear Friends:

We are pleased to report another year of outstanding accomplishments. If we look at total acres 
protected, acre-feet of water left in the ground, new partnerships, and dollars leveraged we 
can celebrate many successes. We thank our supporters and our partners because without your 
contributions we could not continue to report these accomplishments.

Arizona Land and Water Trust protects and stewards Southern Arizona’s vanishing western landscapes 
and wildlife habitat. As we work in an environment of continuing drought, a cyclic real estate market, 
and disappearing farm- and ranchland, we have needed to constantly adapt and expand our practice. 
Over the last 38 years, we have become recognized as one of the most adept, skillful and responsive 
conservation organizations in solving Southern Arizona’s conservation problems. Our Desert Rivers 
Program, featured in this report, exemplifies this approach.

The Trust’s Desert Rivers Program was established in 2007 to marry the needs of working landscapes 
and our desert streams and rivers in the face of twin stressors – climate change and drought. Now in 
its 10th year the Desert Rivers Program continues to provide leading examples of innovative water 
stewardship across farms and ranches in Southern Arizona. Our research partners are quantifying the 
results and we are sharing this information at workshops and conferences throughout the Southwest.

As we face unpredictable challenges ahead we know that the more land and water we protect now, the 
more flexibility we will all have to adapt into the future.

We thank you for your support. 

Sincerely,

Diana Freshwater, President    Liz Petterson, Executive Director

Cover Photo: Charles Ulen Pickrell on Old 21 his favorite cavalry horse (Charles Ulen Pickrell Papers, Special Collections at 
the University of  Arizona Libraries. A special thanks to Erika B. Castaño, Digital Archivist, Special Collections, for her 
assistance.)
Charles U. Pickrell (1892-1962) grew up on a ranch near Tempe and attended the University of  Arizona, receiving his degree 
in 1917. In the first World War Pickrell served in a horse-drawn artillery unit in France. After returning to Arizona and 
marrying, by 1921 he was the University of  Arizona’s Agricultural Agent for Yavapai County and by 1923 was Livestock 
Specialist in the University’s Agricultural Extension Service. In 1937 he was appointed Director of  the University’s 
Agricultural Extension Service, where he would remain until 1958. Under Pickrell’s guidance the Agricultural Extension 
Service greatly expanded its programs to disseminate scientific agricultural information to rural ranchers and farmers.
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IN THIS REPORT

DESERT RIVERS 
AT WORK 
The Schwennesen family is 
employing the Trust’s pioneering 
Desert Rivers Program to reduce 
water use on their farm. 
As Paul Schwennesen says, 
we are looking for a way 
to answer a question we 
are all asking, “How do 
we allocate this resource that once 
was basically infinite and now is 
increasingly finite?”

MOUNTAIN VIEW 
RANCH
Grace Wystrach grew up on her parents’ 
ranch near Sonoita. She and her husband 
Mike now own the ranch and were 
seeking a way to protect 
the land. The Trust found 
a funding partner in Fort 
Huachuca and together 
with the Wystrach 
family permanently protected 396 acres 
of Southern Arizona’s highest quality 
grassland.

HOW THE DESERT 
RIVERS PROGRAM WORKS 
The Trust’s Desert Rivers Program is 
a long-term endeavor that involves 
multiple partners and many phases. 
Beyond employing 
short-term water use 
agreements, the Trust 
looks to measure the 
response of streams 
and the economic viability of the 
exchange for both the landowner and 
the natural system.
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HIGHLIGHTS 2015–2016
Leveraged support from the Trust’s donors has made possible many conservation partnerships with a 
growing list of  individuals, agencies, and organizations. Together, we have accomplished the following, 
and much more, in 2015–2016:

 � The Trust is leading a coalition of 22 partners that will use an award from the Regional Conservation 
Partnership Program (RCPP) to protect and restore grasslands. The Trust’s $5.9 million grant was funded 
through the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS). Our twenty-
two partners/supporters include Gov. Doug Ducey, Fort Huachuca, and the U.S. Department of Defense’s 
Readiness and Environmental Protection Integration program.

 � In partnership with the Bureau of Land Management, the Trust added 600 acres to the BLM’s Ironwood 
Forest National Monument with an award from the competitive Land and Water Conservation Fund. 
With matching dollars from donor support, over $1 million has been invested to further protect this 
treasured landscape.

 � With our partners at Fort Huachuca, the Trust protected 1,637 acres of the Rain Valley Ranch and 396 acres 
of the Mountain View Ranch in the Sonoita/Elgin area. These projects expand already protected areas, protect 
vulnerable species, and sustain groundwater recharge.

 � The Trust leveraged donor support with a matching grant from the Walton Family Foundation to complete 
two more water lease agreements on the Upper Gila and San Pedro Rivers, securing an estimated 310 acre-feet 
of water for the environment through our Desert Rivers Program.

Asclepiad  - 1) A plant of the former 
family Asclepiadaceae; 2) Poetry, a type of 
metrical line used in lyric poetry; 3) An 
ancient Greek title, most likely a physician or 
healing priest.

Desert Milkweed (Asclepias subulata) – A 
beautiful versatile perennial herb crucial to 
the life-cycle of the monarch butterfly. Its 
alkaloids give the butterflies that feed on it 
protection. Although dormant in the winter, 
it grows quickly to 3’ to 6’ tall in the spring, 
making a strong architectural statement.

Desert Milkweed (Marshal Hedi, thinkstock.com)
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From an airplane, the San Pedro River resembles a 
green snake slithering through a brown scrubby desert. 
It flows north from Sonora, Mexico, intersecting 
with the Gila River near the town of Winkelman. 
Although the San Pedro has historically had sufficient 
water to support the people and wildlife reliant on it, 
today that same river has experienced unprecedented 
pressure from an increase in domestic and agricultural 
users. The San Pedro has become quieter, running 
aboveground only in certain sections, and facing an 
uncertain future. 

In an effort to improve that future, the Double Check 
Ranch became the first ranch on the San Pedro River to 
enter into a water lease agreement through the Arizona 
Land and Water Trust’s Desert Rivers Program.

Paul Schwennesen bought the small farm, irrigated pasture, 
and packing house on 217 acres between Mammoth and 
Winkelman from his parents, Eric and Jean, who own a 
10,000-acre ranch on the Mogollon Rim, five miles from 
the New Mexico border. Together the family has been 
producing grass-fed beef for more than 20 years.

“We seem to share a similar philosophy regarding 
land and resource management,” Eric says of 
the family’s partnership with the Trust. The 
Schwennesens believe in running an environmentally 
sustainable operation and making a living at the 
same time. The guiding philosophy behind their beef 
operation rests in the fact that the livestock is the 
primary tool to manage the land and the vegetation. 

“In other words,” Eric explains, “producing beef 
is not our only big concern. We are using beef to 
manage vegetation and to improve conditions for 
vegetation evolution and stabilization.”

In the eyes of the Trust, the Schwennesens’ 
commitment to improving the landscape through their 
beef operation makes them an ideal partner. And for 
Eric, the Trust provides tangible support for farmers 
and a “rational approach” to the topic of water – one of 
the most sensitive and contentious issues in the West.

Since 1978, Arizona Land and Water Trust has worked 
to preserve Arizona’s rapidly declining waterways and 
open spaces, while finding ways to keep farmers and 
ranchers stewarding the land. Their success is evident 
in the over 46,000 acres of grasslands, riparian habitat, 
and working landscapes that they have protected from 
development. In 2007, the Trust launched the Desert 
Rivers Program, becoming the state’s first water trust 
and identifying stream flow restoration as essential to 
the vitality of Arizona’s desert landscapes.

At the same time that the Trust began to incorporate 
water into their land protection tools, Amy McCoy 
and her firm, Ecosystem Economics, wanted to test 

a toolbox of market-based approaches to redirect 
water from agricultural use back into Arizona’s water 
systems. Though McCoy’s firm originated in the 
Pacific Northwest, she saw some interesting parallels 
in Arizona. 

“Because water rights are essentially a commodity 
that can be bought and sold, we had been initiating 
transactions that would pay farmers in the Pacific 
Northwest to divert less water from the stream 
in order to put that water back into the river 
for salmon populations,” says McCoy. “And the 
question became: can these tools also be used to 
restore stream systems in Arizona?”

Considering the same types of laws govern how water 
is managed and distributed in Arizona as in the Pacific 
Northwest, McCoy speculated that it was feasible to 

For Eric Schwennesen, the Trust 
provides tangible support for 
farmers and a “rational approach” 
to the topic of water – one of the 
most sensitive and contentious 
issues in the West.

THE DESERT RIVERS PROGRAM & DOUBLE CHECK RANCH
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work within the same legal framework to purchase 
water from one use and apply it to another. In 2012, 
the Trust, Ecosystem Economics, and the University 
of Arizona (UA) Department of Hydrology and 
Water Resources partnered to initiate the first water 
transaction with a farmer on the Upper Gila River. In 
2013, the agreement was renewed for a second year. 
In 2014, three more agreements were initiated with a 
group of willing landowners on the Upper Gila, who 
agreed to fallow their alfalfa fields for one year, in 
exchange for compensation. 

Like many ranchers along the San Pedro, the 
Schwennesens had been growing alfalfa in irrigated 
pasture at Double Check Ranch. But when Paul took 
over the farm, he began to explore ways to reduce water 
use. Eric, Paul’s dad, says, “We didn’t feel like alfalfa 
was all that rational or normal a crop to grow in the 

low desert. We wanted to come up with something 
more stable under more flexible conditions.” 

Paul decided to replace the alfalfa with perennial native 
grass, the theory being that it would use only a fraction 
of the water. When Paul approached the Trust, Eric 
admits he didn’t see how a land trust would fit in. “But 
I’ve learned a great deal,” he says, “They seem to have 
the same outlook that we’ve evolved for ourselves – that 
things can be improved and managed better if you can 
find the correct mechanisms that make it worthwhile.”

To make it worthwhile for Double Check to explore 
growing native grasses instead of alfalfa, the Trust 
negotiated a short-term water lease in the fall of 2014, 
wherein Paul would be compensated for reducing his 
water use and transitioning his pasture to a less

Double Check Ranch (Arizona Land and Water Trust)
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water-intensive grass. Eric says, “The key question 
seems to be: can we reduce the amount of water 
necessary to produce the crops being grown and still 
accomplish everybody’s needs?”

This idea of mutual benefit to the land and water, as 
well as to ranchers and farmers, informs the Trust’s 
Desert Rivers Program. It not only respects the value 
of desert rivers and wildlife, but also the livelihoods of 
agricultural producers. It is this synergistic energy that 
drives much of the work of the Trust. 

The Trust’s success in creating sound partnerships with 
willing landowners, scientists, and funders creates a 
measurable, sustainable backbone for the Desert Rivers 
Program. The partnership with Ecosystem Economics 
has been important in identifying key areas along the 
Gila and San Pedro Rivers to focus efforts, as well as 
developing a process for water transactions. The UA 
Department of Hydrology and Water Resources has 
been critical in developing techniques to measure 
the impact of full and partial fallowing on river flow 
and riparian habitat. And this work has significantly 
developed over the last few years, thanks to the support 
of the Trust’s supporters and foundations including 
the Walton Family Foundation and the Bonneville 
Environmental Foundation. 

“The Trust is the gold standard in Arizona for working 
with ranchers and preserving open space,” says 
Margaret Bowman, a water solutions consultant and 
the former Senior Program Manager with the Walton 
Family Foundation. In 2011, the Foundation provided 
the first funding for the Trust’s short-term water leases. 
Inspired by the success of the Trust’s land conservation 
work, Bowman wanted to fund a program that would 

“test the waters – pun intended – to demonstrate 
creative ways of saving water while keeping farmers and 
ranchers on the land.”  

The Desert Rivers Program fit the Walton Family 
Foundation’s focus on finding ways to use water more 
wisely, especially in the Colorado River Basin, while 
simultaneously enabling farmers and ranchers to 
stay on the land. “We wanted to get water out of 

SPECIES HABITAT PRESERVED: 

Sonoran Mud Turtle (Bryant Olsen)

White-nosed Coati (Eric Gevaert)

Huachuca Water Umbel (B. Radke, USFWS)

With ideal cottonwood-willow riparian forest and vital 
sources of  water, employing short-term water agreements 
to conserve flow along the San Pedro, helps to support 
much needed habitat for the endangered Southwestern 
willow flycatcher, Loach minnow, Spikedace, and 
threatened Western yellow-billed cuckoo.
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agriculture, while not taking agriculture out of the 
community,” Bowman says. 

Through the Trust’s Desert Rivers Program, Todd Reeve 
of the Bonneville Environmental Foundation (BEF) 

in Portland, Oregon, has provided funding for the 
Schwennesens’ water lease on the San Pedro. As part of its 
work focusing on the intersection of water and energy, BEF 
supports community-based watershed restoration groups 
that work alongside farmers to improve the ecosystem. 

Reeve believes strongly in telling the story of water 
projects like the Desert Rivers Program. He sees the 
Trust’s work as “new and different” and commends 
their ability to engage in meaningful and successful 
conversations with Arizona landowners around the 
extremely sensitive topic of water. “When it comes to 
this type of work, it’s about your ability to cross the 
divides and build relationships. It’s about opening these 
new doors to have discussions and experiments and 
moving the work forward.”

Bowman agrees, “One thing the Trust does very well is 
they don’t line up on the traditional spectrum of who 
you should and shouldn’t speak with. They speak and 
partner with everyone, recognizing that the goals they 
have are relevant to a lot of interests. They listen for 
those commonalities.” 

And with such strong partnerships come creative 
solutions for tackling the issue of desert river 
restoration. “These creative solutions are where the 

future is,” says Bowman. “And we need to test out 
those solutions on the ground – both to make sure 
they’re working and to show that they can work. To 
have people in the ranching community say ‘Yeah, 
I’ve changed my operation. I’ve been able to be 
productive and get some money to put water back 
in the river.’” 

Amy McCoy sees the ongoing work of the Trust and 
its partners as doing more than simply conserving 
water. It also helps restore our connection to the 
working landscapes that surround us. McCoy 
says, “I think the Trust is an amazing organization. 
They’re doing extraordinary work…. They embody 
trust in so many ways. The Desert Rivers Program 
is a huge opportunity to expand our relationship 
to water, and ultimately to expand our relationship 
with each other.”

Paul Schwennesen (Schwennesen)

“The Trust is the gold standard in 
Arizona for working with ranchers 
and preserving open space,” 
says Margaret Bowman, a water 
solutions consultant and the former 
Senior Program Manager with the 
Walton Family Foundation.

Author Debbie Weingarten is a writer based in Tucson, 
Arizona. She is a contributing writer for Edible Baja 
Arizona. She is appointed to the City of Tucson’s 
Commission for Food Security, Heritage & Economy, and 
serves on the Pima County Food Alliance’s Leadership 
Council. She is the co-founder of the Farmer Education 
& Resource Network and a former vegetable farmer.
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MOUNTAIN VIEW RANCH

Between the Whetstone and Mustang Mountains in 
southeastern Arizona sits Mountain View Ranch, home 
of Grace and Michael Wystrach. “It’s a gorgeous piece 
of property that originally was part of Rain Valley 
Ranch,” explains Grace. “And when my father sold 
Rain Valley, we purchased the 400 acres, which is now 
our ranch.” Grace has been raising purebred Hereford 
cattle here since 1949, when her parents first moved 
the family to Southern Arizona. Ranching was quite 
an exciting life for an eight-year-old girl and her two 
younger sisters, one that became deeply ingrained.

“My mother was very much of a land lover. She was 
born in New York and raised in boarding schools and 

then she came West and fell in love with land and 
being outdoors. She was quite a horsewoman. She 
loved ranching and she loved Rain Valley. I spent a lot 
of time riding with her, almost every day.”

Grace’s father was ill for the first six weeks after moving 
to the ranch and after each long day of riding with her 
mother to check on the cattle, Grace recalls coming home 
thirsty and tired. “Our favorite thing was to have iced tea 
and watermelon and my little sisters would be swimming 
in the stock tanks. We used to have picnics out on Spring 
Mountain, there was a dam up there. Then when my 
children and my sisters’ children were small, we’d come 
back in the summertime and all be together.

“Our life was very simple in those days compared to today’s 
world. We had no phone, we had no electricity when we first 
moved to Rain Valley and it was a very quiet, peaceful life. 

“We were not well-to-do people, we made a living off 
the ranch and my father didn’t have any boys. There 
were three of us girls and we were expected to take part 
in branding and shipping,” she recalls.

In her nearly seven decades as a cattle rancher in 
southeastern Arizona, Grace has seen how the growth 
of towns like Elgin and Sonoita has negatively affected 
the area’s fragile water resources and she shudders to 
think what further damage an enterprise like Rosemont 
Mine could do. “When we moved here in the late ’40s 
early ’50s, most of the wells were 120 feet and then we 
just had to go to 500 feet and this was due primarily to 
an increase in housing.

“I have never wanted to see my land developed with a 
house every five or ten acres,” says Grace. “I think we 
need to consolidate populace, not just spread out and 
spread out. We need open space for the wildlife, water 
preservation, and for people to see the wide open spaces.”

In 2015, Grace worked with the Trust to place a 
conservation easement on her land. “I think it will be a 
very nice parcel to turn over to our children and if they 
don’t want to stay in the business, it will be a lovely 
place for somebody at some point to live and it won’t 
be encompassed by 25 or 50 houses. You know, it’s 
quite a sacrifice financially because we’ve given up the 
ability to split and divide it and probably make a great 
deal more money, but it’s nice to think of the future, 
having it stay the way it is.”

Mountain View Ranch (Arizona Land and Water Trust)
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The leaf  has a song in it.
Stone is the face of  patience.

Inside the river there is an unfinishable story

and you are somewhere in it
and it will never end until all ends.

Mary Oliver, “What Can I Say,” Swan

Entering Bear Canyon (Laura Richardson)
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Key to the Desert Rivers Program’s success is engaging 
ranchers and farmers as stewards of the water on their 
land and making sure they can see the results of their 
water transactions as those transactions impact the 
health of the entire watershed. 

Amy McCoy of Ecosystem Economics notes 
the “obvious and 
confounding factor” of 
her work in the desert 
is observable river flow. 
“It sounds so obvious. 
But it’s really perplexing 
to think about how to 
restore a river that has 
no water in it.” The very 
thing she and other scientists are trying to measure 
is invisible.

It is possible, however, to see results of ranchers 
and farmers using less water, and putting that water 
back into the system. Dr. Paul A. “Ty” Ferre, a 
professor at the University of Arizona Department of 
Hydrology and Water Resources, is using technology 
and calculations to begin to measure this impact of 
the Trust’s water transactions. “You can’t really do 
the accounting drop for drop,” Dr. Ferre says, but 
sophisticated on-site measurements help Dr. Ferre 
and his colleagues get a fuller picture of the complex 
movement of water through the hydrologic system.

“By taking measurements, we’re trying to find the locations 
along the river where helping people to use less water will 

have the most important, measurable, and immediate 
impacts,” Ferre says. At Doublecheck Ranch, the work 
to find those crucial areas is being done with the use of 
temperature sensors placed in the ground.

“The sensors measure ground temperature at a few 
different depths,” says Dr. Ferre. As the daily cycle 

of heating and cooling 
continues to move down 
into the ground, there is 
less temperature change 
at greater depths. “But 
if there’s water moving 
down through the ground, 
it will carry some of that 
heat signal with it. So by 

looking at the temperature variation near the surface 
and at a greater depth, we can actually figure out how 
much water is moving into the ground,” returning to 
the system and not being used by crops.

The long range story that these measurements will 
tell will help the water transactions that the Trust and 
ranchers and farmers enter into become ever more 
effective, having greater impact on the health of our 
desert rivers and streams.

“I’ve had a chance to work with all sorts of federal agencies, 
and I’m the most excited about the stuff that the Trust 
is doing,” says Dr. Ferre, “It’s really putting science into 
practice and being sensitive to what people who are 
working the land really care about. And that is absolutely 
the future for what we need to do with water.” 

Josiah Willard Gibbs (February 11 1839 – April 28 1903) was an American 
theoretical physicist, chemist and mathematician known for developing a theory of  
thermodynamic surface for water. He devised much of  the theoretical foundation 
for chemical thermodynamics, as well as physical chemistry and statistical mechanics. 
A large body of  his theoretical work was the basis for experiments of  his peers and 
followers, who proved many of  his theories. Gibbs’ peer, Scottish aphysicist James 
Clerk Maxwell, made a model that provides a three-dimensional plot of  the various 

states of  a fictitious substance with water-like properties – exploring the relationship between the volume, 
entropy, and energy – that were the subject of  a series of  thermodynamics papers Gibbs published in 1873. Gibbs 
said: “One of  the principal objects of  theoretical research is to find the point of  view from which the 
subject appears in the greatest simplicity.”

The whole is 
simpler than the 
sum of its parts.

Josiah Willard Gibbs 

HOW THE DESERT RIVER PROGRAM WORKS
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Multiple
Transactions

Hydrologic Response

Continued
Transactions

Establish
Price Point

Riparian ResponseLegitimate
Restoration Tool

Single Short-term
Transaction

Downstream Buyers

Development of
   Markets that include
     Environmental and
     Water SupplyEconomically Viable 

Choice for Ranch 
Management

Economic Response

Education
 � Desert Rivers Handbook 

for landowners on 
Arizona water rights

 � Ranching Into the 
Future workshops on 
Arizona water law and 
water rights

Outreach
 � Listening tours with 

farmers and ranchers on 
water rights

 � Ranch tours with Trust 
supporters and other 
stakeholders

Action
 � Trust partners with 

farmers and ranchers to 
implement short-term 
water lease agreements

 � Trust shares research 
results at water policy 
summits

Partnerships
 � Trust approached by 

landowners interested in 
Desert Rivers Program

 � The Trust partners 
with experts

Through education, outreach, partnerships, and action the ongoing success of the Desert Rivers Program 
continues to bring together stakeholders in the future of Southern Arizona’s desert rivers and streams. Before our 
first transaction took place, this groundwork was laid and, as the Program grows, these vital interactions continue.

Water Spiral (Amy Mc Coy, Denise Barnes, Arizona Land and Water Trust)
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1: Guests climb Cocoraque Butte to view hundreds of petroglyphs 
pecked into the dark brown boulders and rocks found on the 
steep escarpment of the butte. 2 & 3: In March we traveled 
to the Double Check Ranch and Triangle Bar Ranch to bird 
along the San Pedro and hear Eric Schwennesen speak about 
Double Check’s operation. 4: Participants on the November 
Sonoita Ranch Tour include Board member Charlotte Hanson (in 
white) who looks on as Fort Hauchuca’s Matt Walsh explains the 
importance of ranchland protection to the Fort’s mission. 5 & 6: 
The Sonoita Ranch Tour included the Clyne Ranch protected by 
the Trust in 2009. Rancher Doc Clyne (in cowboy hat) explains 
his family’s pasture rotation methods to Trust guests. 7: A young 
steer looks on at the Schwennesen’s Double Check Ranch. 8: 
Land and Water Program Manager Sharma Hammond Torrens 
explains the conservation tools employed by landowner partners 
and the Trust to the participants of a Ranching Into the Future 
workshop. 9. The Trust’s Ranching Into the Future workshop 
on the use of drones in agriculture was so popular it had to be 
moved from a municipal meeting room to a hangar in Douglas. 
10: In April the Trust celebrated its 10th Annual Saguaro Circle 
gathering at Janos Wilder’s Carriage House in downtown Tucson. 
Rancher Grace Wystrach, Downtown Kitchen + Cocktails 
Executive Chef Devon Sanner, and Matthew Walsh, Assistant 
to the Commanding General for Fort Huachuca, explained the 
connections between ranch conservation, locally grown food, and 
the Fort’s military mission. 11: Longtime Trust partners Nancy 
Cella (l) and Grace Wystrach. 12: Trust Board member Fred 
Frelinghuysen and Giuseppe Biagini. 13: Trust landowner partner 
Blanton Belk (Sandhill Farm) and Fran Epsen. 14: Trust Board 
President Diana Freshwater, President Emeritus Jeff Hampton and 
Executive Director Liz Petterson. 15: Trust Director’s Council 
Member Reyn Voevodsky and Trust Board member Laura Brown.

9.

13.

10.

15.

12.

11.
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LAND AND WATER FUND I COMPLETE!

We are pleased to report the completion of our Land and Water Fund I!
Dollars Raised: $533,287
  $433,287 (individuals), $100,000 (foundations)
Acres Protected: 1,172
Water Lease Agreements: 2 (over 325 million gallons of water not pumped)

With your generous contributions we were able to protect 1,172 acres of the Trust’s highest priority conservation 
targets in Southern Arizona. We also completed both our first and second short-term water lease agreements through 
our innovative Desert Rivers Program that compensated landowner partners for not pumping over 1,000 acre-feet 
(over 325 million gallons) of water from the Gila River.

Hiking The Biscuit (Sirena Dufault)
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Thank you to these partners who give generously of  their considerable talents:

Attend a field trip:
 � Join us as we tour properties we have helped protect
 � Visit onsite with producers of locally grown food
 � View Arizona wildlife with expert naturalists

Donate to our Land and Water Fund II:
 � Support our fund to permanently protect priority 

landscapes and wildlife habitat
 � Provide matching funds for the foundation grants that 

support our Desert Rivers Program

Volunteer: Contact the Trust to learn about volunteer 
opportunities

To learn more, please contact Liz Petterson, Executive 
Director, at lpetterson@alwt.org or (520) 577-8564.

HOW TO GET INVOLVED

Rancho Seco (Trilby Du Pont)
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LEAVE A CONSERVATION LEGACY

Swallowtail Butterfly (Denise Barnes) 

You can make a significant impact on land and water 
conservation in Southern Arizona now and in the 
future. By making a few simple plans, you can ensure 
that generations to come will be enriched by Southern 
Arizona’s beauty. Your actions today will ensure our 
conservation future.

Did you know that in some cases...
Charitable gifts can provide you with income for life?
Gifts of appreciated property, like stocks or real estate, 
cost less than giving the equivalent amount in cash? 
Assets can benefit you more if you give them away? 
Gifts allow you to pass more on to your heirs and save 
future taxes? 
Gifts from retirement plans reduce current taxes?

Here are ways your gifts can protect high 
priority landscapes and water sources:
IRAs and qualified retirement plans like 401(k)s are 
some of the easiest assets to give to a charity. Designating 
Arizona Land and Water Trust as a beneficiary or 
contingent beneficiary of a specified amount of a 
retirement account can save your estate both income 
and federal estate taxes. Additionally, donors over 70 

½ years can now give up to $100,000 to the Arizona 
Land and Water Trust directly from their IRA each 
year, saving income tax on required distributions.

Please consult your attorney, accountant, or tax advisor 
for advice on your specific situation, knowing that we 
are available to discuss your plans and intent with you.

Planning your charitable gifts to go to Arizona Land 
and Water Trust can provide benefits to you and your 
family, and at the same time ensure that your values 
will endure.

We hope you will notify us should you decide to 
include Arizona Land and Water Trust in your estate 
plan. It will give us an opportunity to thank you and 
talk with you about your wishes for your gift. Please 
contact Jill Medlow at (520) 577-8564 or jmedlow@
alwt.org if you wish to discuss how you can leave a 
lasting legacy. Thank you.
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WAYS YOU CAN HELP US

Arizona Land and Water Trust leverages philanthropic gifts 
to secure large grants for land and water protection. Not 
only do our donors help us protect thousands of acres and 
return water to our desert rivers, they support community 
outreach and conservation partnerships. Consider these 
ways you could help us!

 � Mail in a gift or make a contribution online to be 
applied wherever it is most needed.

 � Consider setting up a monthly donation to provide 
ongoing support the Trust can count on.

 � Recognize and honor friends, family members, and 
loved ones with a gift to the Trust.

 � Consider a gift of appreciated stock to support our 
many programs.

 � Join the Saguaro Circle by making an annual gift of 
$1,000 or more per year and attend our annual donor 
appreciation event.

Thank you for helping to protect Southern Arizona’s 
vanishing landscapes and desert rivers for future 
generations.

Cocoraque Butte (Margie Matter)

Great Horned Owl, Pima County (RichardSeeley, thingstock.com)
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Scott Wilbor, Project Manager–I joined 
the Trust as a conservation intern in 2013 
as I pursued my recent MS degree at the 
University of Arizona in large landscape 
conservation and GIS. Joining as staff 

in 2015, I have been challenged and most excited 
to use my science background and people skills to 
advance our conservation partnerships through our 
Desert Rivers Program and our emerging Sentinel 
Landscape projects.

Cameron Becker, Project Assistant – I am a fourth 
generation Tucsonan and I grew up exploring and 
enjoying the outdoors from the sky islands down 
to the Sea of Cortez. My work with the Trust 
allows me the opportunity to make a difference in 

these open spaces and working landscapes. I couldn’t ask to 
work with a better team of people who share my passion for 
conserving the legacy and resources that make our community 
such an amazing place to live.

Board 
Diana Freshwater, President
Ben Brophy, Vice President
Britton Simmons, Treasurer
Chuck Pettis, Secretary
Laura Brown 

Les Corey
Fred Frelinghuysen
Charlotte Hanson
Julie Holding
Fritz Jandrey
Pat Lopez, III

Dennis Moroney
Karen Riggs
Bill Roe
Bill Shaw
Jeff  Hampton, President Emeritus

Sharma Hammond Torrens, Land 
& Water Program Manager – As a 
native Arizonan, a wildlife biologist 
and an attorney, I am passionate 
about conservation of open space and 

wildlife habitat. I joined the Trust team in 2013. I 
recognize that protecting agriculture is integral to 
conserving open space and wildlife habitat as well as 
contributing to the economy and our food security. 
I am excited to continue increasing the reach of the 
Trust’s work and conserving our vanishing farms and 
ranches, desert rivers and open space.

Jill Medlow, Development Coordinator – I joined 
the Trust in 2014 because of my love for our 
western landscapes. As an outgrowth of my move 
from New York City to Tucson, I developed a very 
deep appreciation for our desert home. I practiced 

as an attorney for a number of years and contributing to this 
amazing team in a development capacity has been a very 
natural fit because we all want to expand our conservation 
imprint on the landscape tenfold through our partnerships.

Liz Petterson, Executive Director – As a Tucson native I have always had a deep connection to 
the Sonoran Desert. Weekend drives with my family throughout Southern Arizona anchored 
my interest in this Sky Island region. After receiving my Bachelor’s Degree in Ecology and 
Evolutionary Biology I worked for the Soil & Water Conservation Districts providing 
conservation resources for landowners. I joined the Trust in 2007 as Land and Water Program 
Manager and became Executive Director in 2011. As you will read below I am fortunate to 
work with an outstanding team of conservation professionals.

THE TRUST’S TEAM
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Egret (Tahir Abbas, thinkstock.com)

Protecting the FUTURE by preserving our land and water TODAY.
The Trust is committed to protecting Southern Arizona’s western landscapes, its heritage of  

working farms and ranches, wildlife habitat and the water resources that sustain them.
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ARIZONA LAND AND WATER TRUST EARNS NATIONAL RECOGNITION
The Arizona Land and Water Trust is proud to announce that we have been awarded accreditation by the Land Trust 

Accreditation Commission. The Trust is one of only 342 national land trusts to receive this award since the fall of 2008. 
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Arizona Land And Water Trust 
3127 N. Cherry Ave. 
Tucson, Az 85719 
Phone: 520.577.8564
Fax: 520.577.8574
www.alwt.org
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Monarch Caterpillar (prettyzhizhi, thinkstock.com)


